**MTS Student Scholarship Recommendation Form**

**ONE recommendation** form is required from a **teacher, counselor, professor, advisor, co-op or internship supervisor** in a marine-related course(s), performed research for or received advice from within the past **two years**. For high school seniors, the recommendation **must be** from current teacher in any field, however a science teacher is preferred. All fields are required.

Student full name

School currently attending

Major

Current GPA

Applying for (check all that apply):

- Charles H. Bussmann Undergraduate Scholarship
- Charles H. Bussmann Graduate Scholarship
- John C. Bajus Scholarship
- Dieter Family Scholarship
- Paros-DigiQuartz Scholarship -interest in marine instrumentation

Please answer **ONE** of the following questions:

- **“How do you think the student will contribute to the science field?”**
- **“What do you think the career path will be of the student and why do you think he/she will make a difference in that field?”**